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DIY can be described as a movement within skateboarding which 
operates outside civic and societal norms. Through the utilisation 
of skater-constructed spaces, which are ordinarily, an adaptation 
of existing, but often abandoned, terrain in both urban and rural 
settings, the modern skateboarder transcends the need to exist 
within a more conventional environment.

Utilising found materials, these unauthorised and often illegal 
temporary constructions have fascinated photographer Richard 
Gilligan, who has spent the past four years tracking down these 
ephemeral spaces throughout Europe and the US. His pictures 
show how skaters and DIY builders free themselves from the 
constraints of societal rules, creating their own domain in which 
to practice this peripheral pursuit.

160 p.
Format 287 x 246 mm
Binding Hardcover 
Languages FR – ENG
Around 70 colour photographs
Retail price 44 

With a text from Iain Borden 
and a conversation between 
Richard Gilligan and Paul Seawright
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Richard Gilligan holds an MFA in fine art photography from 
the University of Ulster, Belfast and a BA honours degree in 
documentary photography from the University of Wales, Newport. 
His work has been published and exhibited worldwide with recent 
exhibitions in Berlin, Malmo and Los Angeles. Gilligan has worked 
as a contributing photographer to a wide range of skate magazines 
such as SLAP, Sidewalk, Kingpin and Transworld Skateboarding. 
He was featured in the documentary film/book Format Perspective 
by Phil Evans released in 2011. Earlier this year he was invited 
to present his work at OFFSET creative festival alongside the likes 
of Shepard Fairey, Stefan Sagmeister and Evan Hecox. Gilligan 
has been documenting homemade skateparks worldwide from 
2008 – 2012. This is his first book.

www.richgilligan.com

About the photographer 
Richard Gilligan

Since their first publication East of the Adriatic, released in 2010 
in collaboration with Carhartt, Stephane Rançon and Jad Hussein 
published a few others books on different subjects, all connected 
with the expression of youth and underground culture, keeping 
a dynamic point of view. With DIY, they are back to their passion 
for skateboarding and photography.

www.1980editions.com

About 19/80 Editions
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DIY Special edition 
Signed book + a print
Only 30 copies

Signed DIY book +  
original Lambda digital 
C-type print 20 × 25 cm 
An edition of 30
Retail price 120 

Order here throught 19/80 Editions

The book

The print
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http://www.1980editions.com/19-80/product.php?id_product=19


FOR GENERAL PR-RELATED 
INQUIRIES PLEASE CONTACT 

Federica De Carlo
Work in Progress Textilhandels GmbH
Rebgartenweg 6
DE – 79576 Weil am Rhein
T    +49 7621 966 282
F    +49 7621 422 398 282
@  fdecarlo@carhartt-wip.com
W   www.carhartt-wip.com

Stephane Rançon and Jad Hussein  
19/80 Editions 
9 rue Guisarde 
FR – 75006 paris
T    +33 625 81 62 77
@  stephane@1980editions.com
      jad@1980editions.com
W   www.1980editions.com

UK PR-RELATED INQUIRIES
PLEASE CONTACT

Leila Fataar
SPIN AGENCY
First Floor (front)
Lion House
3 Plough Yard
UK – London EC2A 3LP
M +44 7956664903
@  leila@spin-agency.com
W   www.spin-agency.com

FOR SKATEBOARD-RELATED 
QUESTIONS PLEASE CONTACT

Bertrand Trichet
Work in Progress Textilhandels 
GmbH/Carhartt
Paseo Joan De Borbo 27, 4
08003 Barcelona – Spain
T    +34 933 177 822
M    +34 610 998 148
@  btrichet@carhartt-wip.com
W   www.carhartt-wip.com/skate

THIS PRESS KIT CONTAINS

– DIY photographs for print and web,
– Product pictures of the book for print 
and web,
– portrait of the photographer,
– making of images (printing process),
– press kit is available for download 
at http://download.carhartt-wip.com/
Marketing/Skate/PR/diy_pr.zip

All pictures are free to use in case 
of articles that promote the book 
and the project. Please feel free 
to get in touch with us if you need 
anything extra.

Please stay 
tuned for updates 
(book launches 
and exhibitions) on 
www.1980editions.com/ 
diy-blog
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